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When you’re in the wild and you spot a nice-looking mushroom, how do you know if it is safe to

eat? Question no more with the The Pocket Guide to Wild Mushrooms. This tiny companion is

the perfect book to bring along when foraging for delectable fungi. Inside its neatly arranged

pages are fifty-two edible mushrooms as well as the mushrooms with which they are often

confused, whether edible or toxic.Beautiful photographs adorn the pages with mushrooms in

the wild as well as picked, showing them from a multitude of angles. Study these photographs

and you will become adept at recognizing edible and safe mushrooms. Even those who are

unfamiliar with the mushroom forest can make a start at foraging with this instructional work,

and, with the help of The Pocket Guide to Wild Mushrooms, can become experts in no

time.Using practical symbol systems, distribution maps, and tips on picking, cleaning, cooking,

and canning, the reader will also become familiar with a wide variety of wild mushrooms,

including morels, black trumpets, chanterelles, sheep polypore, porcini, a variety of boletes,

and many more. Grabbing this guide on the way out to go hunt for mushrooms will ensure a

successful foraging experience.
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Chuckalac, “What do you expect from a pocket guide????. I bought this book to carry in the

woods with me and the size/price is goodThere are about a million or 2 different mushrooms. I

have some very good books on Shroom ID like the field guide to Mushrooms of the Carolinas

which is probably the most comprehensive book for my area that is published. Even that book

is not so easy to find the exact shroom that I may have brought home and that work really goes

into the ID of the shrooms. That said the pocket guide is a good aid to quick ID and works well

for classifying a Shroom a keeper or forgedaboutit and move on. It is quick and easy to work

with.Chuck Upstate South Carolina”

K. Peterson, “Easy To Carry and Use. I like this pocket guide because it is easy to carry and

refer to. It isn’t my favorite mushrooming book, that one is the Mushrooms of the Upper

Midwest, but it is small and easy to use. It has made a great cross reference book and helped

me determine what shroom I’m looking at when in the woods.”

Beth A. Zurick, “Good addition for a forager. I like the way this book is laid out and it has been

helpful to me in trying to expand my ability to identify wild mushrooms I find hiking.”

Nycole Armon, “Very useful, but could use more variety in mushroom types. This book is very

handy for some of the more common edible mushrooms you'll find. I wish it had other

mushrooms such as Chicken of the Woods, Hen of the Woods and a few others. They had

several types of Chantrelle and that felt a bit excessive. Having said that, I still believe it will be

very useful as it showed me better identification methods and explained (in text and pictures)

what their look-a-likes look like. I have to disagree with the "Pocket" aspect in the title. Maybe



if you're a guy or wear something with large pockets then this is accurate; however, for most

women's clothing our pockets aren't big enough to fit this book. But I'm sure their target

audience is men anyway, so it makes sense.”

roxy, “Great info. For a small book, it has great information. And it's just the right size to take

hunting!”

Courtney, “Good small field book. My husband loves it. It got lost in the mail but Amazon sent

out another one and it came fast.”

Robert J Hager, “Very nice book. Very nice book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good for foragers especially beginners. Handy book, with good photos of

the different mushrooms at varying stages of growth and cut longitudinally to show internal

structure to help with identification along with the written description. The book uses a simple

number/colour symbol code based on each mushrooms potential look-alike and danger of

confusion with inedible/poisonous counterparts. The mushrooms are grouped by family type

and each has photos, descriptions including habitat/distinguishing features, info on preparing/

preserving and look-alikes. All the mushrooms shown may grow in USA, Canada or UK, but it

is not a UK specific book so some listed are not available here. Overall a good purchase for

any would-be forager looking for a safe place to start.PROSDetailed PhotographsGood

DescriptionsEasy safety (edible/poisonous) codeInfo on preparation/preservingCONS Not UK

specific (only a con if that is what you're looking for)”

malcolm gennis, “God for the field. Covers the main mushrooms for picking , the photos are ok

but not concise, I would still recommendjoining a mushroom club and asking them for advice

before relying on this book before eating. However, this book is justthe right size to take into the

field.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 287 people have provided feedback.
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